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Robotics: Hopewell’s Team 293
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Learn about Hopewell’s newest
winter activity: Winter Color Guard.
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You may know her as a
math teacher, while others
recognize her as co-advisor
of the National Honor
Society. She is a friendly,
familiar face in the halls.
This year, Mrs. Lori
Cavanaugh is the CHS
teacher awarded the annual
Governor’s Teacher of the
Year Award. Referring to
her nomination, Mrs.
Cavanaugh says, “It was a complete surprise!”
Mrs. Cavanaugh is the teacher leader in the CHS math
department, “acting,” she says, “as a liaison between the
supervisor and the other teachers.” She readily admits her
position “working with the department members, the supervisor,
and administrators” is a great honor and privilege.

“Since I was younger, I always wanted to teach,” Mrs.
Cavanaugh says, referencing why she become a math teacher,
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“When I entered college, I didn’t initially go into a teaching
program. I later changed my major to become a teacher, and
considered a profession teaching high school mathematics.” As a
high school student, Mrs. Cavanaugh enjoyed taking math
classes. The teachers she had inspired her own passion for
numbers, and ultimately her career choice. As a college student
it made the most sense to study math and pursue her passion.
Editorial: Eric Wendt explores the
possibility of wormholes, known
from Sci-Fi movies.

Teachers know one of the most important parts of the job is teaching students with effective classroom
techniques. The best teachers strive to give their students the best learning experiences possible, and Mrs.
Cavanaugh is no exception. For her students, she believes in creating a personalized learning atmosphere.
“When I don’t have to lecture, it’s nice to give students activities where I can walk around, check in with them,
and see how they’re doing as individuals, as opposed to a whole group. Any sort of one-on-one or check-up is
what I like to do.”
The Governor’s Teacher of the Year Award is one of the highest honors a teacher can received in the Hopewell
Valley Regional School District. However, Mrs. Cavanaugh suggests that for her, the “overall major
accomplishment is getting to know the community, getting to know the students, and playing a role in helping
them become better math students.”
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Guys and Dolls: A Sneak Peak
By: Jess Bezek

Wrestling Powers for the ‘W’
By: Austin Roskos

Looking for something to enliven your cold, winter
Friday night? Well look no further! Set to open on
February 27 , the winter musical Guys and Dolls is
sure to provide a non-stop comedy and
heartwarming love story, with an iconic musical
number.
th

This year’s show features gambler Nathan Detroit,
who, in need of money for a gaming spot, makes a
sly bet with fellow player Sky Masterson. For
$1,000, Detroit wagers that even “ladies’ man” Sky
cannot ensnare missionary Sarah Brown for a date.
And it only escalates from there! Add fiancés, and
angry police officers, and the story becomes filled
with even more fast-paced and intriguing.

Hopewell Valley wrestling has overcome great obstacles
to achieve its high position. Despite struggles with team
depth, injures, inexperience, and sickness, the Dawgs
have forged a successful season.
Wrestling head coach Mr. Mario Harpel creates one of
the strongest team line-ups in the Colonial Valley
Conference through rigorous practices and unique
coaching strategies. Under Coach Harpel’s strong
leadership, varsity has already won the Mercer County
Tournament and matches against every contending
county team.

Audiences should look forward to lively musical
numbers featuring the 45-person cast and scenes
that involve intense stage combat. There are also
performances featuring the show’s “Hot Box” dance
ensemble and high-energy gamblers.
Senior Mark Gerstacker wrestles his opponent at the
2015 Mercer County Wrestling Tournament

Directed by Performing Arts teacher Mr. John Zisa,
musically directed by choir’s Dr. Matt Erpelding
and choreographed by dance teacher Ms.
Gabrielle Kadets, this show is full of exciting acts
and vibrant energy.
Performances will be at the CHS Performing Arts
Center February 27 -28 and March 6 -7 . For
more information about performance times and
ticket purchasing, visit www.showtixforyou.com.
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Senior wrestlers and captains Mark Gerstacker and John
Godfrey captured individual titles in the 132 pound and
160 pound weight classes at Mercer County’s Wrestling
Tournament. Held January 31st at Robbinsville High
School, the Dawgs placed many individuals. Sophomores
Ryan Butcavage and Spencer Brost and juniors Billy
Godfrey and Chris DeClerico took second. Will Ortman
captured third place, while Owen Clarke and Austin
Roskos took fourth and Ben Schucksty placed fifth.
Many of Hopewell’s wrestlers have achieved great
individual seasons, but none more so than Mark
Gerstacker. He has amassed 105 career wins, two county
titles and a second place at districts over his high school
career.
But for Gerstacker, it’s about the team’s success rather
than his own.
“We’ve overcome lots of hardship this season. We
graduated a lot of seniors last year and we’ve had some
younger kids step into the varsity line-up. Despite all of
those events, we’re doing some great things as a team.”

(Story cont’d on page 3)
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(Wrestling…cont’d from page 2)
One of the younger teammates Gerstacker references is sophomore Hunter Martel, who only weighs eighty-six
pounds, but primarily wrestles for varsity in the 113-pound weight class. He’s won matches against opponents
that have outweighed him by 30 pounds. Martel’s efforts are instrumental in the team’s continuing success.
For example, last Friday in an important dual meet against Nottingham High School, Martel prevailed over the
Hamilton 113 pounder and earned six points for Hopewell’s decision. This upset was an important win, but for
Martel “this was business as usual.” Martel points out that like all Hopewell wrestlers, he does all he can for the
team, without complaint.
Hopewell looks forward to continuing its team success in the upcoming weeks. The match against Ocean
Township, traditionally a rival matchup, takes place Monday, February 16th for the first round of state sectionals.
John Godfrey says, “This is a great opportunity for Hopewell to prove its dominance outside of Mercer County.”
If CHS wins against Ocean they will move to South Plainfield and wrestle one of the best teams in the state. If the
Ocean matchup is a loss, the Dawgs will host Somerville High School at home Wednesday February 18th and have
their senior night.
“I think that these next few matches will be a great opportunity for us to prove how good we are as a team, and I
think we have a good chance of advancing through the first round of state sectionals,” says captain Owen Clarke.
After sectionals there will be some additional matches to close out the regular season. Following the end of the
regular meet season, the road to individual state tournaments will begin. Hopewell has a chance to advance
several wrestlers through the area’s district tournament. Local wrestlers will compete for the area’s title, and the
finalists will move onto regions. The top three place winners at the Regional tournament may advance to states.
For many CHS wrestlers, the sport has become more than just a sport with the strong team camaraderie that
makes Hopewell successful. Austin Roskos says “When you wrestle for Hopewell its like being part of a very big
and very competitive family.” When seniors move on, the family continues. Varsity currently starts seven
sophomores out of the fourteen weight classes, so there will be a strong contingent for next season.

Boys B-ball Hits Snowcoming
By: Alexandra Parado and Ben Schragger
Student Council’s first annual Snow Coming event and varsity basketball game was a great success.
Boys basketball had a comeback win against Steinert High School, with the final score being 60-49. Seniors
David Haytaian and Drew Wiley, and sophomore True Alton, were Hopewell’s leading scorers with 19, 11
and 13 points respectively. Wiley also had 11 assists.
Point guard Haytaian says, "The crowd really got us going to drive the comeback we had in the second half.
I would definitely credit the change in game to the snow coming event.”
Following another important win against Lawrence High School, this team is confident as it goes into the
county tournament. "If we keep the intensity at this level, we can compete with anyone we cross paths
with," says senior forward Wiley. "This team doesn't back down against anyone.”
Aside from the basketball game, different “Snowcoming” activities occurred in the old gym. There were
huge blow up castles, face painting, club booths and concessions to keep event-goers entertained.
Students from the elementary schools all the way through CHS showed up. According to sophomore Suzy
Ali, “there were little kids everywhere!”
Big thanks go to all the clubs who helped make this night so special, and special thanks go to Student
Council for organizing the event. Congrats to the boys varsity team and its current 13-5 record!
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From Korea to CHS: An Exchange Student’s Perspective
Donec
interdum

By: Heehoon Lee

Have you ever heard of the exchange student program? The purpose of my exchange program
in the U.S. is to experience American culture and learn English.
As a student from South Korea, I had never traveled to the United StatesPellentesque:
before. When I came
here, I was concerned about food, relationships, language and classes. I thought that Eastern
culture and Western cultures were totally different, but, as I’ve found out, there are many
common perspectives.
At first, it was very hard to communicate with other people and understand classes. I met with
teachers and asked questions to understand what I had trouble with. I was surprised by how
teachers were willing to help me.
In my country, we don’t switch classes. I like that at CHS teachers are open-minded with their
classes and class atmospheres are free and communicative. Also, I think elective classes are very
effective in helping students find future careers with their interests.
I was surprised by the higher level of competitiveness in athletics here than in South Korea.
Currently, I’m running winter track. Participating on the team is much harder than I expected
but it has been a meaningful experience for me. Even though I am not the top runner, it has
made me stronger, more patient and more persistent.
When my American friends express interest in Korean and ask about it, I am happy to teach
them my language. I enjoy that other people are interested in other cultures such as my own.
So far, I have been here for five months. I really appreciate all the people surrounding me at
Consectetuer:
CHS who have helped me as an exchange student. I would recommend any
high school student
participate in an exchange program. It is great to experience other cultures and learn new
languages.

South Korea is located in East
Asia. The population is
51,302,044. The Korean official
script (alphabet) is Hangul. The
area of South Korea is only
100,210 sq. km, which means
the U.S. State Texas is 7 times
bigger than my home country.
4
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Robotics Puts the Pedal to the Metal
By Veena Prakriya and Grady Meyer
HVCHS has football, soccer, basketball, and robotics. Yes, robotics.
Fifteen years ago, CHS Robotics Team 293 was founded to immerse students in the fields of science and engineering.
Meeting on a weekly basis in a repurposed classroom near the old gym, students interested in science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM) collaborate together designing machinery and competing in tournaments nationwide. If
you’ve had an opportunity to walk by the robotics room, newly refurbished by HVRSD and rechristened the CHS STEM
Classroom, you’ll find many students hard at work. Projects are always interesting. For example, several years ago, the
Hopewell Township Police Department commissioned students to create a moving target robot. This year, the team created
a fully functioning, motorized crossbow.
However, the innovation goes beyond tinkering. Each year, CHS
students in robotics join clubs across the country in a
competition of ingenuity, coordinated by FIRST (For Inspiration
and Recognition of Science and Technology), a national STEM
education organization. This national robotics tournament
requires teams to design and construct a robot within six-weeks,
and their machine must complete several challenges such as
shooting basketballs or throwing frisbees. Last year, our entry
threw a large ball into an 11-foot goal. This robot exhibited at the
2014 Hopewell Harvest Fair and won the club substantial funds
for this year’s design and construction work.
There are a variety of jobs designing and constructing robots within Hopewell’s Team 293, ranging from fabrication
work to electronics and programming, and even fundraising and outreach. As a student-run organization, all the
programming, designing, and even machining are done in-house to form a fully functional robot of aluminum and
carbon fiber. Robotics members are proud of their work and are working hard in preparation for their first match of the
season in March.
The robotics team has already created a prototype robot for this year’s system. The prototype machine is a “mechanized
drive train” allows for students to test their engineering ideas. Motors, mechanisms and other mechanical
features can be added or removed and tested in the context of the existing
design. The prototype also moves under its own power, accelerates and sharply
oscillates to simulate programmed robotic moves.
Most recently, the shop also engineered the prototype to stack objects into 10foot piles. This is in response to changes since last year’s FIRST competition that
complicate this year’s challenges for scoring points. The 2015 competition is
called “Recycle Rush,” in an attempt to promote positive science and
environmental initiatives such as recycling. Two teams of three robots must
compete to stack tote bags across a field, and top each bag with recycling bins
and pool noodles The higher the stacks, the more points scored.
This year’s challenge is significantly more difficult than past years. However,
CHS robotics anticipated it would be different. In a pre-competition video,
Frank Merrick, director of FIRST grabbed an old competition manual and
tossed it into a recycling can. Students heard Merrick announce that, “change
was coming” to promote less aggression between school teams and more	
  friendly
match ups.	
  
(Story cont’d on page 6)
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(Robotics… cont’d from page 6)
The new competition rules added difficulty to the
challenge, but also allure to the STEM engineering
and design.
Team 293 won’t be competing for another month,
so it’s hard to predict their outlook. It’s also hard
to predict whether the tournament will change.
The rulebook is still in flux with ongoing updates
and changes.
At this point, CHS can be certain of only one
thing: its team will be ready to meet the challenge.

Indoor Color Guard: New But No Less
Impressive
By: Cassie Lieu

It’s well known among students that Marching Band is a
wildly popular after-school activity, drawing many
students from all walks of life. Eight years after its
establishment in Hopewell Valley Central High comes a
new addition to the art of competitive marching band:
Indoor Color Guard.
What is color guard? Indoor Color Guard Director Katie
Gallagher sums it up in a few sentences. “Indoor color
guard, also known as winter guard, is a team activity in
which members interpret a piece of recorded music
through dance and equipment. Derived from military
ceremonies, members still manipulate rifles, sabers, and
flags, but there is a theatrical element added through
show concept, costuming, and stage design.”
This year, eight young women (but men are also
welcome), varying in grade levels, make up HVCHS’
first Indoor Color Guard. Some members are returning
members from Marching Band Color Guard. Others
have never spun a flag or done saber before this year.
Either way, the experience is completely new. According
to returning guard members, Indoor Color Guard is very
different from Marching Band Color Guard.

Even so, Program Advisors Mr. Schwartzer and Ms. Gallagher are proud of this year’s guard and its progress
so far. “Not only are members performing color guard in a way that they've never done it before, but they
are also doing it with a new staff. They are being taught many different skills and methods, but they have
adapted very well to the situation and improve [at] every rehearsal,” says Ms. Gallagher.
Of course, Mr. Schwartzer and Ms. Gallagher are not the only adults supporting the guard. Other adult
members of the guard includes Indoor Guard Dance Instructor, Steph Broadbell, responsible for teaching the
guard members the dance and flag techniques for their show, and Assistant Director Kristen Litterer, who can
be seen at every rehearsal and is responsible for enhancing the performance abilities of the guard.
Rehearsals are three times a week in the cafeteria of Timberlane Middle School. The first two rehearsals are
on Tuesdays and Thursdays starting promptly at 6:30 PM and ending at 9 PM. The third rehearsal is on
Saturday, going from 8:30 in the morning to 3 PM. No matter when the rehearsals are though, the guard
members are always looking forward to practice.
“We’re very excited for the upcoming season,” says Emma Waltman, a senior at HVCHS with no prior
experience with color guard.
Competition season starts for the guard on the third Saturday week of February, so when that time comes
around come to Council Rock High School and support your school’s very first Indoor Color Guard.
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Sci-Fi, Physics and Wormholes
By Erik Wendt
Science Fiction is a fantastic genre that gives
the realm of fiction substance and makes its
stories seem more attainable. It also adds a
degree of truth to otherwise fictional plot lines.
However, problems arise when we accept
science fiction as science fact. Take for example
when fictional spacecraft “break the speed of
light,” which is physically impossible according
to currently accepted theories of modern
science. Albert Einstein was correct with his
prediction that the speed of light acts as the
cosmic speed limit, but according to Science
Fiction, there may be ways around it.
Before we proceed further, however, it is
important to understand another misconception
of the universe: its size. And there is no better
film to understand this with than Star Wars,
the gargantuan film series that made some
gargantuan mistakes about our universe.
In the fourth Star Wars film, the Millennium
Falcon spaceship is portrayed as one of the
fastest in the galaxy. Its top speed at 1.5 times
the speed of light (thank you internet) is light
years beyond any conceivable speed humans
could ever travel.
Yet, the Millennium Falcon’s speed is nothing
compared with the actual size of our universe,
over thirteen billion light years across. To
provide some perspective, Earth’s second
closest star after the sun (Proxima Centauri) is
4.2 light years away. It would take the
Millennium Falcon 2.8 human years to traverse
this one distance alone.

If you have seen the new movie Interstellar you
should be familiar with the concept: they are
“rips in space time” connecting two points in
space. Wormholes have been subject to many
theses, books, and studies. With complex physics
and mathematics, scientists conclude wormholes
may be mathematically possible; however, it is
important to note their existence is not yet
supported by physical evidence.
If wormholes were to exist, their creation would
not be easy, nor would their growth. The process
isn’t as simple as Interstellar or even Back to the
Future leads you to believe.

There are several ideas for how wormholes
expand and grow. All of them are complex and
quite wordy. I will try and describe the theories as
simply and quickly as possible.
According to the Quantum Foam Theory,
wormholes are constantly being created and
destroyed in the universe, and they can be
expanded. With an undiscovered type of matter
known as exotic matter, it would be possible to
open one of these wormholes, travel through it
and arrive at another point faster than light.
Laws of physics point toward what is essentially a
shortcut through the space-time continuum.
Wormholes provide us with a way to travel across
time and space, while staying within the laws of
physics. They illustrate that sometimes the most
complicated concepts can be the ones Sci-Fi
explains best.

Most of outer space remains empty, but we still
harbor hope to discover and explore new worlds
beyond this solar system. One possible gateway
toward the next Earth, perhaps across time,
may be wormholes.
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